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Dear Abhaya la

I hope you and Yab la are enjoying a peaceful, pleasant and productive time there in Pema Tsai. Here in 
Dzongsar I'm  busy in the second year of studying logic and epistemology, and we are all in good health.

So I hope you feel fully prepared for the forthcoming Vajrakila Grand Ceremonies in Rajpur. I have every 
faith that you will pass with flying colours. As you know, the p uja always begins on the anniversary of the 
23rd Sakya Trichen, Ngagchang Chenpo Kunga Rinchen, who we often simply call Ngagchang Chenpo -  
(the great holder of mantra or, in Sanskrit, Mahamantradharin) or Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo -  the 
Mantradharin who is King of Dharma. So I thought I would offer you a little inspiration for your big day 
by writing just an iota about our magnanimous ancestor's life, especially as I read a lot about Him and 
found it very uplifting when I was preparing for my Vajrakila exams just a few years ago.

As our daily prayer to him says:
From the ocean of blessings of the Victorious Ones of the three times,
You took up well the wish-fulfilling jewel of siddhis,
To shower down a rain of benefit and bliss on wandering beings:
At your feet, great Sakyapa Ngagchang Kunga Rinchen, I offer my prayers.

Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo was born in the special Sakya estate of Tsedong in southern Tibet in 1517 (the 
year of the Fire Female Ox in the Tibetan lunar calendar) amidst many wondrous signs of virtue. In fact, 
His Holiness the present Sakya Trizin was born in exactly the same room and Dzongsar Dorje Chang 
Jamyang Khyentse Chokyi Lodro (1893-1959) declared that His Holiness was actually the reincarnation of 
Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo himself.

In the relative sense, Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo was born in the Du cho Ladrang branch of the Khon 
dynasty, which started w ith Kunga Legpai Jungne Gyaltsen Palzangpo (1308-1336, Tibet's Minister of 
Justice, the younger of the two sons born from Dagchen Zangpo Pal's sixth wife). This is the branch of the 
family from which the Drolma Phodrang and our Phuntsok Phodrang of the present day originate.

Before there were four branches of the Khon dynasty known by their respective residences in Sakya: the 
Zhitog Ladrang, the Rinchen Gang Ladrang, the Lhakhang Ladrang, and the Du cho Ladrang. They were 
founded by four of the thirteen sons of the 11th Trichen, Dagnyi Chenpo Zangpo Pal (1262-1324). Dagchen 
Zangpo Pal overcame serious obstacles affecting the Khon dynasty in Sakya in his youth and since 
polygamy was not uncommon in those days and the Mongolian emperor of China had insisted, he took 
seven wives (one of whom was the emperor's sister) and sired thirteen sons to ensure the continuity and 
flourishing of the Sakya lineage. However, by the time Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo's eldest Noble Uncle 
Sa-lo was Throne Holder before him, only the Ducho Ladrang remained. The property of the other three 
Ladrangs and so on were absorbed into the Du cho Ladrang and the Sakya government.

Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo's Noble Father was the holy Jamyang Namkha Dondrub Tseten Tashi 
Gyaltsen and his mother was Gyalyum Lhachig Budren Kyi. He had an elder brother called Dagchen 
Kunga Samdrub who remained in Tsedong with his family, which included a son and three grandsons.

In the definitive sense though, Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo was already a complete Buddha.
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As foreseen and attested to by great masters, in essence he was indifferentiable from Sakyamuni Buddha's 
cousin and steadfast attendant Arya Ananda as well as Guyhapati Vajrapani, the Bodhisattva 
Samantabhadra, the great translator Vairocana, and Guru Manjughosa Sakya Pandita.

At a very young age, while playing in the palace in Tsedong w ith a few attendants, he encountered all the 
space above Mount Phungpori in Tsang completely filled w ith Avalokitesvara in the form with one face 
and four hands and, pervading all the area below, a gigantic Avalokitesvara with a thousand faces and a 
thousand arms. The summit of Mount Phungpori he called 'the Mountain Steps of Liberation'; it being 
very long, bright and open. On the side there is also a captivating pool. He said that if one climbed the 
m ountain steps on the summit, one would be established in the pureland of Sukhavati where, if one is not 
content with the perfectly complete view, the Five Jetsun Gongma and other Masters of the lineage, and 
all the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas are like snowflakes swirling around. They revealed many teachings to 
him that he reflected upon.

At the age of nine, from his paternal Noble Uncle, the great pandita of the five fields of knowledge, Sa-lo 
Jamyang Kunga Sonant Dragpa Gyaltsen Palzangpo (1485-1533, the 22nd Trichen, often called Sa-lo Jampai 
Dorje), he received the thoroughly pure upasaka and novice monk's vows, and so received the name 
Jamyang Ngagi Wangpo Kunga Rinchen Tashi Dragpa Gyaltsen Palzangpo.

From the great Sa-lo he also received the vows of generating bodhicitta according to the Middle Way 
school; the ripening empowering consecration of Hevajra; the blessing initiation of the fifteen deities of the 
Goddess Nairatmya; the empowering consecrations of the three main transmissions of Cakrasamvara: 
that of the M ahasiddha Luhipa, that of the Mahasiddha Kahnapa, and that of the Mahasiddha Ghantapa; 
and about twenty-four other ripening empowerments. He received many liberating instructions of the 
Precious Teaching (that is, part of the Lamdre), along w ith the reading transmission of the background; the 
authorising initiation of Usnisavijaya, and about twenty-two other initiations. Moreover, he received 
many vast teachings of sutra and mantra, the boundless reading transmissions of the collected works of the 
Gongma Gurus, and other vast and profound teachings like an ocean. He listened earnestly to these 
teachings and retained them in his heart.

He considered all his gurus as supreme masters, but among them, when he thought about the great Guru 
Sa-lo, then whatever activities he did -  whether pacifying, enriching, magnetising or wrathful -  were 
accomplished without any hindrances, and he also received many major and minor prophecies in deep 
meditation, which all came true.

Moreover, earlier and later he relied upon his Noble Uncle Ngagi Wangchug Dragpa Gyaltsen Palzangpo 
and his Noble Father Vajradhara (they being the second and fourth of Sa-lo's three younger brothers); plus 
the omniscient Konchog Lhundrub (the 10th Great Abbot of Ngor, 1497-1557, from whom he received the 
Lamdre in full), Ngorchen Sangye Sengge (the 11th Great Abbot of Ngor, 1504-1569), the Jonang Master of 
Dharma Jetsun Kunga Drolchog (1507-1566, from whom he received the Cakrasamvara transmissions), 
Phagchen Palden Tashi (from whom he received the Vajrayoginl blessing and Eleven Yogas, etc.), 
Chennga Ngawang Chodrag (from whom he received all the Kadampa transmissions like the Sixteen 
Bindus, Four Deities, Seven-point Mind Training, etc.), Panchen Legpai Lodro, Threngpo Terton Sherab 
Ozer (1518-1584), Terton Nangtsewa (Zhigpo Lingpa, 1524-1583), and other qualified holy mentors for 
receiving empowerments, tantras, upadesas, termas, Dharma teachings, the sciences, and many other 
teachings. Thus, cutting through any misinterpretation of the meaning of the words, he became the owner 
of the great treasury of sutra and tantra teachings of the Old and New Translation Movements, and became 
known as the crown ornament of the great scholars from his mastery of so many teachings.
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Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo was enthroned when he was nine years old and became known as the Second 
Master of Power, Virupa; the Refuge and Protector, the spiritual Guru, and the Dharma King of the Three 
Realms. There were many thousands of kalyanamitra present, before whom he excellently taught Sakya 
Pandita's 'Elucidation of the Muni's Intent' in a mellifluous voice, deeply impressing the educated and 
uneducated alike. Although he was enthroned then, his tenure as Throne Holder didn't begin officially 
until 1534 when he was sixteen years old, as the great Sa-lo passed into final nirvana in 1533. So from a very 
early age he and his Uncle Sa-lo together rekindled the embers of the precious teachings and really made 
Buddhism flourish.

At his enthronement, his root-guru Sa-lo looked at him w ith wide eyes and said, 'You are a young 
Manjusri, so don't appear like a little mouse! Whether the community and teachings of this Palden 
Sakyapa evolves or perishes is in your hands!'

At the beginning of really holding this prophecy in his heart, he went to Jegyur Dorje'i Dragdzong to 
concentrate on the general and special teachings. Having conducted the Profound Path Guru Yoga and 
320,000 Hevajra mantras w ith the burnt offerings in retreat, one dawn he saw on the middle of a beautiful 
rainbow in the east the omniscient Sa-lo, cross-legged with vajra and bell crossed over the chest, and, 
feeling fierce faith and devotion, was inspired to compose the praise of Sa-lo called 'Victorious love and 
understanding'. This was the first of many special visions that he experienced from his Hevajra retreat.

Once, he was counting one hundred thousand recitations per syllable of the Vajrayogini mantra in retreat 
(although he actually counted much more). Not only did he behold many signs from that, he was freed 
from feeling close to some people and distant to others, and saw all phenomena in their coarse and subtle 
aspects without any obscurations.

After receiving the inner guidance instructions of Panjaranatha Mahakala and making a single-pointed 
heart-commitment, he saw the eight-deity form of Panjaranatha, the Black-cloaked Mahakala with a 
copper knife, the Four Legions, and the Haughty Horde again and again.

When he did the Vajrakila retreat, he did it not just once but four times. In the early part of the day, the 
landlord spirit Karmo, a female naga w ith eighteen demon-horses and others ran away; in the evening, 
they flew back. So in other words none of the local deities dared to disturb him when he was meditating.

Before, in the Palchen Phodrang (which was where the Khon family lived before Sakya was properly 
established), when conducting the Guardians' retreat, he saw the Vajrakila Protectors Sukla and Marajita 
and their retinue. He also did the retreat of Visuddha Heruka there (which, like Vajrakila, is an ancient 
unbroken practice of the Khon lineage that our ancestors received from Guru Padmasambhava) and 
received the blessings of many signs of that special deity. Of the wondrous visions at that time, the most 
special tiling he saw was a direct perception of Sa-lo's smiling face, and then he obtained a prophecy.

When he did the retreat of the Caturmukha Mahakala, he saw that great Realm Protector in the Brahmin 
form, blue in colour and standing in a playful style; gigantic, filling the whole sky. He could see the four 
mother consorts of Brahmanrupa too. He drew a picture of his vision and consecrated it, and saw the 
Protector and four mother-consorts actually dissolve into the picture. When he did that, his attendants saw 
the blue syllables A, TSA and RA in his room. Later at the threshold of his room a black woman appeared, 
looking rather frightful, but she told him, 'Don't be scared...' She had manifested to tell him that he would 
not meet with any problems.

When he did the retreat before the Wisdom Protector of Gorum in Sakya, he counted the long Mahakala 
mantra four hundred thousand times, but at another practice-place, about twice he counted the seven-
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syllable mantra millions of times. On the basis of that, once he went from the ground to the interior of the 
pureland of Khecara. He saw there Panjaranatha Mahakala, really huge, standing in an awesome bearing 
on top of the seat of nine piled up corpses and wearing a special brocade cloak (called zawog in Tibetan) of 
nine layers in a blaze w ith a brilliance of a hundred thousand suns.

Back at Jegyur Dorje'i Dragdzong, he did the repulsion ritual by the Protector's sixty bali offerings. When 
he said the words of summoning, he saw on his left hand side in the sky west of the Jegyur Ladrang a black 
man w ith coiled earrings. They had a conversation with each other. As he beheld him manifest, the black 
man said, 'I saw that at first you went to Rinpung, then you went to the Lhasa Dzongpa by force...' This 
was referring to some fighting going on (nothing to do with the Dzongpa lineage of Sakya; it's to do with 
an old fort in Lhasa); meaning that this emanation of Mahakala was w ith him all the way.

Furthermore, he saw the guardians of the Sakyapa teachings like Citapati and the minions, great Putra and 
the rest, speak again and again. They confirmed that he would accomplish the four transcendental 
activities easily. This is why the wonder of his inconceivable life-story became legendary. But there's still 
much more to tell you!

Once, he went to Samye. There, the Great Dharma Protector said, 'Long ago in this deep and vast centre, 
Acarya Padma performed the earth-rituals and consecrations. So likewise, great Sakyapa, perform the 
earth-rituals and consecrations of the temple and stupas for the benefit of all Tibet's happiness too'. So the 
great master, the Father and Sons, conducted the earth-ritual according to Vajrakila and, on the basis of 
that, extensive consecrations. At that time, the Great Dharma Protector of Samye came before Ngagchang 
Chokyi Gyalpo again and said, 'First, Acarya Padma and I put all the eight classes of gods and demons of 
the deep and vast centre under oath, and appointed the Samye Guardians with very serious orders. In the 
same way, great Sakyapa, you and I need to put each of the eight classes of gods and demons in their own 
place, conducting the forceful actions that do not injure, just like before. I ordered the eight classes of gods 
and demons and so did the precious Acarya Padma. In that way now, great Sakyapa, you gave the same 
orders in the same way to accomplish placing them under oath.' Then, 'Now  all of the eight classes have 
gathered at the apex of the main courtyard in the temple area, so for the tasks that the Virtuous Friends 
have conveyed to the evil spirits, great Sakyapa, you also must think thus,' said the great Dharma 
Protector the second time. Next, Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo stared at the great Dharma Protector, smiled 
and replied without speaking, delighting the Great Dharma Protector. At the apex of the main courtyard 
in the temple area descended the eight classes; he called each of them by name and forced the evil spirits 
to do what the Virtuous Friends had told them to, which all the eight classes in that deep and vast centre 
would never forget. This story became famous.

Then also one time before the great masters, both Father and Sons, the Great Dharma Protector himself 
suddenly appeared, removed his rhino-hide helmet, sword and lasso, and then stayed w ith his pressed 
palms together before Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo and implored, 'Great Sakyapa, in this deep and vast 
centre, definitely the humans and spirits have assembled so you must bestow the blessing of Guru Yoga 
to them'. So, his mind inspired, he bestowed the extensive Profound Path Guru Yoga. When he did so, on 
all the ground on his left side and the space above was each of the guardians that Guru Padmasambhava 
had put under oath before plus others of the kind without form -  a gathering beyond imagining. 
Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo bowed respectfully to them as he directly beheld them request the Profound 
Path Guru Yoga.

Also w hen he was at Samye, on the temple's turquoise roof he saw the Dakini Sukhavajra. In front of her 
head arose a skull; below, a special bundle as well as long-life pills, samaya-substances and other 
ingredients that bring forth treasure, which Guru Padmasambhava revealed to him. At that time, w ith a 
wave of his hand, Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo summoned a white nine-pronged iron vajra from the stupa
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in Sam ye made by his teacher Terton Sherab Ozer, which arose in front of the bundle. At that time, 
Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo famously used that iron vajra as an empowerment substance when he granted 
the empowering consecration of Vajrakila. He used that skull of Sukhavajra as an empowerment 
substance for the blessing-initiation of Vajrayogini and other practices. From the time he was enthroned 
on the main seat of Sakya, he used these miraculous objects.

At another time at Sam ye temple was in need of renovations. He went there in response to the young and 
old who suddenly started suffering from the onset of far too much rain and snow. At that time, he passed 
the shrine of the sovereign-spirit Shingja Chen, then prodded the door with his walking stick and said, 
'Eh! Don't let people think that I don't know. Aren't you able to stop this rain?' No sooner than he had said 
this, the sky cleared. This story became famous.

At that time also Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo expressed his thought to the Dharma Protector, 'Previously 
this locality had evil spirits; now it does not. In the north east there's one palace called Kachig...' He said 
that he heard about it again and again. 'So we should find out where it is and create a new building. There 
is also a statue there of Guru Padmasambhava. If the old building here is restored too, then that is good,' 
he thought. When he got to a door, he surmised that the remains of the Kachig Palace were now in stories 
below, then something like a dark fence was there underneath. He asked the Great Dharma Protector, 'Is 
this the door to the Kachig Palace?' The Great Dharma Protector said 'Yes, it is!' Ngagchang Chokyi 
Gyalpo said, 'Well then, you establish one building at this sacred site. Concordant w ith this, the old 
building also needs to be restored, so tomorrow I'll return and you, Dharma Protector, also must come at 
exactly same time.' The Dharma Protector asked, 'Does the old temple for the local evil spirits need to be 
restored?' Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo replied, 'OK, so will you take responsibility for it?' The Dharma 
Protector agreed, 'For three years, I will take responsibility.' However, Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo said, 
'Whoa! These kind of evil spirits are immeasurable, so after three years who will look after it? So from 
tomorrow, I've decided that it's better that we restore the quarters below. Till then, go to some other 
building in the locality.' Then the Great Dharma Protector together w ith his retinue shifted residence to 
the great plateau behind Mount Hepori, which the abbots famously saw w ith their own eyes.

The next day when the Great Dharma Protector was supposed to appear, he didn't come. Ngagchang 
Chokyi Gyalpo scolded the Great Dharma Protector, 'You! Yesterday, why didn't you come?' The Great 
Dharma Protector replied, 'Great Sakyapa, that is true. The evil spirits went to Sambhala in the north. 
There was so much blood I lusted for, so I didn't come back,' Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo's mind was 
perturbed and he said 'Acarya Padma beckoned you from the dark shade of an orchard in Liyul to focus 
just a bit on the temples and stupas of Tibet in general, and to guard the temple together with the 
community of Sam ye in particular. Now I ordered you and you promised, yet you went off to Sambhala 
in the north just to eat!' The Great Dharma Protector himself was intimidated and became famously 
obedient to Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo after that.

Thus, Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo restored the old buildings and made new ones, and also restored the 
great statue of the Acarya's own handiwork. He did this w ith extensive consecrations, benedictions and 
so on at the place of the magnificent Sam ye's unchanging and spontaneously established temple, making 
all the local gods and humans happy. There, he elucidated the greatest of the great Precious Teachings -  
the Lamdre -  which became very famous.

Another time he went to Paldro Tagtsang in Bhutan. At the beginning of his journey, he was riding an 
animal (probably a small breed of horse), and the landlord spirit of Paldro, Lhachen Dragkye, Heykyi 
Khyungdu and others as well as the four landlord spirits of Lhokha and more came before the feet of 
Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo. 'You must walk all over the southern part of the valley to make water fall and 
accomplish other tasks,' the landlord spirits said. At that time, Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo also provided
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them w ith a huge bali.
'Sangpe Chenmo as well as 
Lhachen Dragkye of Paldro,
Heykyi Khyungdu and the rest:
Landlord spirits, purify the southern part of the valley!'

He said this and also at that time did as they had asked.

Then he thought to go to the sacred site of meditation there. He relied on a dangerous narrow forest-path. 
Although his mount was not happy to travel through it, He followed behind Longra Ponpo and many 
other young southerners who served as the escort of Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo. On the way there arose 
blue canine-headed goddesses and other landlord spirits who conjured several dangerous creatures, but 
Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo told them, 'You! Go back to your own dwelling!' w ith which they 
disappeared. Everyone then saw that those creatures weren't real.

So then they travelled the dangerous path to Paldro. He heard that at that place was another rocky peak 
from which shone a great lustre, another peak from which there were a about thirty-nine summits, and 
that on their tops, the Dakini Yeshe Tsogyal had previously strewn her crystal necklace in a hundred parts 
into a hundred springs, and that water fell all over those rocks in a great wonder like white silk drapes. 
From the very water cascading down those rocks, suddenly three rainbows of five toned light-rays arose 
as one, and in the middle of those rainbow tones was a blue width, which Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo 
caused to zap him and everyone in the area too. That rainbow-light firmly pervaded their human 
appearance, clothes, robes and all, so everything was transformed into a completely blue tone, and 
everyone reported seeing it.

At that time, on either side of the dangerous path were dense thickets of trees in which were many langur 
and macaque monkeys holding onto the branches of the trees. They weren't shy of humans but climbed 
down in a row by Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo's feet as though they were attendants welcoming him. 
Everyone who saw that was amazed.

Then Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo went to see the waterfall's rainbow light, which became clearer and 
clearer. In its centre was a white light, and in its midst was the mandala of Bhagavan Vajrakumara 
surrounded by the oceanic assembly of oath-bound guardians. Above that was the trio, Acarya 
Padmasambhava foremost and retinue, as well as the Root and Lineage Gurus w ith a surrounding public 
of many Mahasiddhas and Vidyadharas, encircled by many Viras and Dakinis. Also, the five classes of 
Dakini  were swaying back and forth in a dancing pose. He saw it really vividly.

At that time, Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo was dwelling on a green lawn just right of the Tagtsang Cave and 
there he practiced the Profound Path Guru Yoga. The appearance he saw before dawned in his mind of 
the Guru in the physical form of the Tutelary Deity, from which rays of five coloured light arose as brilliant 
as a billion suns, w ith the Gurus, Tutelary Deities, Viras and Dakinis like a mass of atoms, and they 
dissolved into Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo's body. From that experience, instantaneously all ordinary 
concepts -  even a tiny fraction -  came to a halt, and all of appearance-existence dawned very lucidly as the 
mandala-circle of the special deity. From that, great bliss took hold in his mind simultaneous with 
primordial wisdom, placing him in that state of the two together.

No sooner than that occurred, He saw the Viras, Dakinis, Vidyadharas and Mahasiddhas of all the 
assemblies of deities became blue light and dissolve into Acarya Padmasambhava, then the Acarya slowly 
melted into light. Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo then thought, 'Now the time is nearly ready for me to go. I 
could go above and beyond that rainbow light to follow the Acarya out of here...'
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When that thought arose in his mind, although it made him glad, yet straight away, the great community 
of Palden Sakya as well as the monastery arose very vividly as the object of his mind. He also thought 
about his relatives in the hereditary lineage of Mañjughosa and so thought about the subtle body and 
directed his attention to bless his great body-formation to live longer. Then suddenly Guru 
Padmasambhava revealed himself in fierce mood as Guru Dragpo, his form even more clear than before, 
and in a flash bestowed so many profound precepts and prophecies.

In particular, he thought that he would yet live for many more years to accomplish unfathomable welfare 
for Buddhism and wandering beings, and would then go to Padmasambhava on the copper coloured 
m ountain of glory in the pureland of Sukhavati. Acarya Padmasambhava then melted into blue light and 
dissolved into Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo's body. The experience in his mind arose really clearly and, in 
an instant, went beyond all that is conceptual and non-conceptual. Just like the bliss-clarity of the 
non-conceptual primordial wisdom of the Victorious Ones' m ind stream, that was born in Ngagchang 
Chokyi Gyalpo's own mind stream, and he rested in that state of samadhi for a while. When he arose from 
that samadhi, a shooting star shot quickly down.

When all the teachers and students ritually washed their bodies, Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo's hand-prints 
and foot-prints arose in the rocks there. After that and even now they remain there as a renowned field of 
merit for the faithful.

In short, his turning of the Wheel of the profound and vast Dharma at the main seat of Palden Sakya as 
well as at Tsedong, Narthang, Ngor Evam Choden, Zhika Samdrub Tse, Rinpung, Gongkar Dorje Den, 
Dechog Sinpori, Radreng, Nalendra, the glorious Samye and many other sacred sites is inconceivable. 
Through his unimaginable teaching activities, the minds of who assembled to receive the teachings went 
beyond training and were established on the level of supreme freedom. The accounts of his clairsentience 
and miraculous powers show that he didn't just study and practice intellectually but had internalised and 
integrated the meaning by realisation and accomplishment.

Eventually, Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo's holy masters -  Ngorchen Konchog Lhundrub, Chennga 
Ngawang Chodrag, Phagchen Palden Tashi, Jetsun Kunga Drolchog and many other Virtuous Friends 
who were the foremost gurus holding the heart-intent of the most Venerable Sakyapa teachings in his day 
-  as well as the ruler of Ü-Tsang and the major benefactors of the Sakyapa teachings made fervent 
entreaties to him to increase his family lineage. Relying on the catalyst of these requests, he returned his 
monastic vows and accepted marriage to three consorts, from which two holy Dungses were born: the 
elder was the wielder of the wheel of accomplishment called Jamyang Sonam Wangpo Dragpa Gyaltsen 
Palzangpo (later the 24th Trichen, 1559-1621; his mother being Donggama Sonam Legdzom Karmo); the 
younger was the reincarnation of the Bodhisattva-abbot Santaraksita called Ngagchang Dragpa Lodro 
Gyaltsen Palzangpo (later the 25th Trichen, 1563-1617; his mother being Donggama Tashi Palgyi Butri).

Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo bound into servitude all the Guardians of the Sakyapa teachings and so 
defeated and overcame the potently strong enemies of the teachings who were like a dark garrison of 
m aras. The basis for that was obtained by the special karma of his offerings in previous lives. He developed 
the headquarters of Sakya again and initiated its development after a very challenging passage in its 
history due to political conflicts going on in Tibet. The support of new temples and supported 
representations of enlightened body, speech and mind, the like of which had never been seen before, he 
commissioned. In other words, no-one higher than Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo could ever arise.

When the great Lama Sakyapa Kunga Nyingpo (1092-1158) was twelve years old, he left foot-prints in 
Sakya but no-one could find them. Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo found them as easily as though the Buddha 
has showed him treasure and he prayed that they would long remain as a field of merit.
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He restored very famous representations of enlightened body, speech and mind. In each instance, it was 
famed that it was impossible that amazing signs would not arise from each of these. Most notably, when 
he was restoring Gorum in Sakya, the mask Nagpo Phurshe (which means 'the black one known to fly') 
came before Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo and there were other wonders without ceasing.

That's just saying it in summary but to explain a bit more: at Chumig Dzongkhar he established the 
Dechog Phodrang; the structure and statues of the golden temple of the Du cho Ladrang; and moreover, 
he established the Sentry Putra Shrine and the Lhundrub Podrang. He greatly restored the cave where the 
great Lama Sakyapa did his retreat and other places in Sakya. Moreover, the retreat-centre of Ka'u Kyelhe 
plus Chodzong Khamsum Zilnon, the temple of Samye and other places he restored, and, in 1561, he 
established the building for the ordained community in Samye and at other monasteries to last a long time.

So that the sutra side of the Palden Sakya teachings would not degenerate, he established the great 
sutra-institute of Chodra Chenpo Thubten Lhachen and, in order that the related sophisticated practices 
of the entire tantric system in general and the paternal teachings of the most Venerable Sakyapas in 
particular would not degenerate, he established the great mantra-institute called Sangngag Dechenling. 
This was in fulfilment of the whole heart-vision of his root-guru, the omniscient Sa-lo, and other exalted 
masters who possessed the eyes of wisdom, so that the unflagging victory banner of the general and 
special precious teachings would be hoisted on high.

For the welfare of those who can be tamed, directly and indirectly, he compiled about three volumes of 
eloquent explanations and gave extensive teachings that really elucidated and expanded the precious 
teachings of Buddhism. We still rely on many of his books even today.

In brief, the love, understanding and abilities of all the Buddhas of the past, present and future subsumed 
into one essence, unrivalled in this whole planet, the accomplished holy man famed by the name of the 
glorious great Sakyapa Ngagchang Ngaggi Wangpo Kunga Rinchen Tashi Dragpa Gyaltsen Palzangpo 
never wasted a second in his deeds of great compassion for the sake of Buddhism and all living beings. 
Due to this, he worked with no bias for the sake of the sentient beings of any sovereign state in general, 
but fulfilled the wishes of the people of the Land of Snows in particular.

His self-appearances were only ever unwavering from pure appearance, but Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo 
downplayed it by setting his precious feet down and working diligently for the most venerable Sakyapa 
teachings in the door of main seat of Sakya for the limitless ordinary disciples facing hardships and who 
are wearied. From about the age of ten when he accepted enthronement to accomplish his work as 
intended up to now, we are able to have sanctuaries for the precious teachings of Manjunatha's Sakyapa 
because of him. We Sakyapas must never forget that it is due to the kindness of Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo 
that the magnificent Sakya tradition regained much of its glory that had somewhat faded and that it 
continues to thrive today. It is the reason that we have the annual Vajrakila p uja on his anniversary and 
recite pravers to him every day.

Consider that over his whole life, Ngagchang Chokyi Gvalpo studied the Dharma according to su tra and 
mantra prolificallv, and only learned that holy Dharma from the wholly qualified holy mentors.

Consider that in isolated places in the wilderness, he engaged in single-pointed profound practice in the 
proper way to produce realisations. He did the retreats of many peaceful and wrathful Tutelary Deities, 
and many Vajra Dharma Protectors of profound secret mantra over the course of his long life, including, 
in addition to those already mentioned, Raktayamari, Manjusri, Vajrabhairava, Avalokitesvara, Garuda 
and many others. He only ever conducted the different retreats as though they were one profound practice.
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Consider that the stainless paternal teachings of the Sakyapa being foremost, he turned the Wheel of the 
profound Dharma by empowerments, guidance transmissions, reading transmissions, upadesa, 
authorising initiations, pointing-out instructions, and every other kind of teaching over his whole long life.

Consider his unique role in that over his life the old residing local deities that were enemies of Buddhism 
first led by Mara along w ith many strong evil spirits he bound into service to guard the Sakyapa teachings 
by the activity of fierce direct action of obliteration that liberated their consciousness into the dharmadhatu.

Consider that he restored Sakya, Samye and many other temples, and established an unimaginable 
amount of new temples for sutra and mantra Sangha-communities that he set up. Over the course of his 
life he only ever worked like that in service of the communities of San gha.

Consider that over his long life he made visits without rest to Bhutan and the southern Himalayan regions, 
and all over the Tibetan provinces of U-Tsang to major and minor temples, study centres, benefactors of 
Buddhism, and spiritual and temporal leaders only so that he could bring benefit.

Consider that he accomplished the mandalas of the three deities Cakrasamvara, Hevajra and Guhyasamaja, 
as well as Vajrakila, the greater and lesser Dharma Protectors and many Tutelary Deities, peaceful and 
wrathful. Thereby, he composed many compilations about the empowerments and initiations and so on -  
texts, prayers, songs of experience, as well as oral instructions and consecrations and the like. Moreover, 
whenever he was in Sakya, he would regularly give everyone tea, offering lamps, materials for practice 
and puja, summer teachings, winter teachings; and then for the future, he provided puja books and so 
many other books for the main library. He provided definitive teachings suitable for major and minor 
Dharma-communities for the continuation of Buddhism. Over the course of his life he only ever thought 
to provide and compose Buddhist teachings for the present and future.

To sum it up, reflect that the amazing liberated life of this holy m an of such great scope shows that each 
part of his work is just like the Buddha's own deeds, which is why, when we think about it, he is so famed, 
trustworthy and pure.

From the moment following the time when Jamyang Sa-lo Chenpo looked at Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo 
with wide eyes and told him the future of Sakya was in his hands, he held his master's words in his heart 
and worked indefatigably for the sake of Buddhism and wandering beings in general, and specifically for 
the sake of the teachings and community of Palden Sakya, but finally the thought to depart elsewhere 
resurfaced in 1584.

One of his excellent disciples from Jegyur called Kunga Dondrub implored him many times that, for the 
sake of Buddhism and wandering beings, he needed to keep his lotus-feet firm in the world a while longer. 
Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo said, 'Should I remain or shall I depart for the pureland? I have wondrous 
visions of the pureland arising, so...' he then stated that he would probably not live longer than sixty-eight 
years old. 'I have accomplished vast benefit for Buddhism and sentient beings. Now I will be established 
in the exquisite pureland known as Sukhavati, the most extraordinarily amazing pureland, in the midst of 
which Buddha Amitabha resides surrounded by many Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, along w ith Guru 
Padmasambhava, the five Jetsun Gongma, and the omniscient Sa-lo too. I won't stay for a long time,' he said.

Nevertheless, on the tenth day of the ninth lunar month, he went to a memorial puja for Sa-lo and was 
concerned about a stroke, and his disciples also entreated him, 'Please think to extent your physical 
life-formation for just a bit longer!' but on the twelfth day, just as the sun came over the top of the 
mountains, the gathering-up of his form-body began in the Lhundrub Phodrang.
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His two holy heart-sons, the Mantradharins bearing the name Dragpa (which means 'famous' and who 
indeed became as famous as the sun and moon), sat at the right-hand side of Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo 
and twice he held their hands, telling them, 'Both of you be diligent to develop Buddhism in the Sakya 
community and be united!' He then clearly visualised the profound yoga of transference derived from the 
tantric system and so, in 1584 at the age of sixty-eight, the year of Wood Male Snake, in the ninth lunar 
m onth in the daytime of the twelfth day, he passed away in terms of ordinary appearance, displaying his 
form-body being gathered into the dharmadhatu.

Among his countless disciples were His own Dungses, the Lord of Accomplishment Sonam Wangpo and 
the Supreme Ornament of the World Dragpa Lodro. He was also a guru to the eldest grandson of his 
brother, who was first the Head of Zhalu Monastery, then Nalendra, and then 15th Great Abbot of Ngor 
Monastery, Tsedong Dagchen Jamyang Kunga Sonam Lhundrub (1571-1642). Then of his other close 
disciples were Th artse Namkha Palzang (the 13th Great Abbot of Ngor, 1532-1602) Sharchen Jampa Kunga 
Tashi (the 14th Great Abbot of Ngor, 1558-1603), Jetsun Kunga Drolchog (who was also his teacher), Karma 
Zangpo (Great Abbot of Serdogchen monastery), Jampa Rabten (Great Abbot of the famous Thubten 
Namgyal Ling study-centre), Dagchen Kunga Legpai Jungne (of the Tsedong Ladrang), Thri Samdrub De 
(spiritual ruler of Gungthang in Ngari), Tsewang Dorje (spiritual ruler of Sarnye).

He also gave teachings to Tsarchen Choje Losal Gyatso (1502-1567), Tongra Choje Kunga Legdrub (abbot 
of Nalendra Monastery), Tsewang Tashi and Jangchub Wanggyal (Masters of Gonkgar Dorje Dhen), 
Khenchen Konchog Gyatso and Khen chen Palden Zangpo (abbots of Ling Ga Dewachen in the Mu valley), 
the Ngari Abbots Sangye Gyaltsen and Kunga Gyaltsen, Wangchug Palzang (Abbot of Thubten Yang- 
pachen), Choje Gungpa (Abbot of Dreyul Kyitsal), Lungrig Gyatso (Cholung Tsogpa Abbot), the Mustang 
Master Junpa Choje, Gelong Kunga Dondrub and Gelong Kunga Palgon (the two great practitioners of 
Jegyur), Palden Dorje (the great practitioner of Kyelhe) and great masters called Lhawang Zangpo, Rabten 
Palbar, Luwang Lingpa, Lunpa Choje, Sonam Chophel, Cho Ozer.

Actually, although Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo accomplished so many things and I have tried to describe 
quite a lot for you, it is really just the tip of the iceberg. It is like saying 'a  peacock is a bird in India' without 
really describing any of the qualities, the beauty of the colours, the cries that they call out, and the 
character of the creature, because Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo's qualities, deeds and realisation are so vast 
they are beyond our ordinary comprehension. Moreover, Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo's grandson Jamgon 
Amezhab (Ngawang Kunga Sonam, 1597-1659, the 27th Trichen) wrote a very extensive and eloquent 
hagiography of Ngagchang Chokyi Gyalpo and I just haven't had time between my studies to cover all the 
fascinating details in that book right now; I mainly used a shorter version by the same author for my 
references. Still, I hope the little I could write will arouse inspiration in the depths of your heart.

With warmest wishes and prayers as always from your loving brother, 
Avikrta.
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